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First BASIC B.SC. NURSING, Winter 2014

Nursing Foundation

Total Durataion: Section A+B = 3 Hours Total Marks :75
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lnstructions:

1) Use blue/black ball point pen only'

2) Do not write anything on the blank portion of the question paper. lf written anything, such type

of act will be considered as an attempt to resori to unfair means'

3) All questions are comPulsory.

4) The number to the right indicates full marks'

5) Draw diagrams wherever necessary' '

6) Distribution of syllabus in Question Paper is only meant to cover entire syllabus within

the stipulated frame. The Question paper pattern is a mere guideline. Questions can be

asked from any paper's syllabus into any question paper. Students cannot claim that the

euestion is out of syllabus. As it is only for the placement sake, the distribution has been done.

7) Use a common answer book for all section'

Section "A" (40 Marks)

1. Shori answer question (any five out of six) : (5x5=25)

- a) Purposes of recording and reporting

,rb) Effects of heat application I

-_-F) Hazards associated with immobility

. _,-_-d) Golden ruies of bandaging -

e) Standard safety measures

p'-TYPes of enemas

2. Long answer question (any one out of two) : ('1x15=15)

Mr. Raju is admitted in medical ward rsith unconscious state. Answer the following

a) List different pressure points in different positions.(5) Write preventive measures of pressure sore

(5) Write complications of neglected oral hygiene.(5)

, . Define nursing process.(2) Enlist steps in nursing process.(S) Prepare nursing care plan with two
o)"' priority needs for a patient with severe diarrhea and vomiting (8)

Section "B" (35 Marks)

3. Short answer question (any four out of five) : (4x5=20)

7-"a) Maslow's hierarchy of needs

b) Measures to promote rest and sleep

_p) Factors influencing communication

el) lmpact of illness on client

e) Care of dying patient
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4. Long answer question (any one out of two) :

. Write qualities of nurse (5) Describe ethical principles in nursing (5) Explain nurse patient
a)

. '' 
relationship. (5)

Write various routes of administration of drug.(S) Enlist factors influencing drug action (3) Explain
b)-' classification of drug(4) Write principles used in oral medication.(3)

(1x15=15) -
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